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IntroductionFor a person to come to trust a computerized decision aid, decision support system(DSS) or expert system, requires that the system can communicate the reasoning un-derlying its conclusions. Ideally, a session with a DSS should resemble a conversationhaving as goal improving users' insight into a problem.One possible approach to building a DSS is to try to imitate the reasoning of humanexperts. This underlies much expert systems work. Presumably, if the system'sreasoning imitates human expert's reasoning, it should be relatively easy to produceexplanations comprehensible to the user. Unfortunately, there is a danger that thisapproach will reproduce the de�ciencies of human intuitive reasoning [5, 7]. Thereis a large experimental literature demonstrating that Bayesian reasoning is not agood model of human reasoning [8]. This literature also demonstrates that humanreasoning under uncertainty is liable to systematic biases and inconsistencies. Indeed,this is part of the argument for using normatively{based decision aids to help improveon unaided human intuition. This poses a dilemma: Must we choose between thesoundness and the explainability of inference methods? The goal of the researchdescribed here is to see whether, in fact, it is possible to produce comprehensible andinsightful explanations of probabilistic reasoning.Bayesian Belief NetworksInuence diagrams and Bayesian belief networks (BBN) provide convenient ways torepresent a decision problem. These diagrams are directed graphs, in which nodes rep-resent random or deterministic events, decisions, or values. Arcs represent inuences,that is probabilistic or informational relations between nodes [12]. The presence orabsence of arcs provide a qualitative representation of the conditional dependence orindependence between variables. The strength of inuence is quanti�ed by a condi-tional probability distribution for each variable given its predecessors. Beliefs aboutnodes with no predecessors are characterized by prior probabilities. There is no in-herent formal connection between the direction of an inuence arc and causality,1 butit is generally most convenient to encode inuences in the causal direction, with e�ectconditional on cause.An example of a BBN is given in Figure 1. This BBN describes knowledge aboutpossible causes of sneezing of an individual visiting a strange house. In particular,Sneezing can be caused by a Cold or an Allergy to Cats. Both a Cat and a Dog mayleave Paw Marks. A priori beliefs about the likely presence of Cold, Cat, and Dog are1The direction of arcs can be reversed by means of the Bayes' theorem.2
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� J J J^Cold SneezingAllergy CatPaw MarksDog BarkingFigure 1: An example of a Bayesian belief networkdescribed by their prior probabilities. The probability of any other event can easilybe derived from these priors and conditional probabilities associated with the arcs.Probabilistic Inference Within BBNBelief PropagationA BBN in itself is a clear representation for showing the qualitative structure ofprobabilistic dependence and independence of a model. One way to explain inferencewithin a BBN, that we call \belief propagation", is to trace the impact of evidencethrough the network from node to node. Causal inference follows the direction ofthe arrows, for example observing cat would increase expectation of allergy, andhence of sneezing. Diagnostic inference goes in the reverse direction, for exampleobserving sneezing would increase belief in the existence of allergy and hence of acat. Intercausal inference (or \explaining away") is between alternative causes of acommon e�ect. For example, given paw marks have been observed, observation of adog provides an explanation of the paw marks and hence may reduces the evidence fora cat. Such qualitative inferences can be chained along any singly{connected network[6, 14]. Sember and Zukerman [11] propose an algorithm for generating explanationsof quantitative probabilistic interactions between neighboring nodes in a BBN, similarto this scheme.Human Judgment Under UncertaintyIf a computer system does not use similar reasoning schemes to humans, then it shouldat least be able to translate from its own representation to ones that are compatible to3



the way people think. As already mentioned, there is a large empirical literature show-ing that there are serious discrepancies between the way people estimate and processuncertainty and the prescriptions of the axioms of probability theory [8, 10]. Thesestudies have found that people appear to use simple, intuitive strategies or heuristicsin estimating probabilities and processing uncertain information. These make thetasks cognitively tractable, but often result in systematic biases and inconsistencies.While this literature shows that Bayesian inference is not a good descriptive modelof human reasoning under uncertainty, it o�ers only weak suggestions of what bettermodels might be. Despite common claims that alternative formal representations,such as fuzzy logic or certainty factors, are better models of human reasoning, thereis little empirical work to substantiate this.Existing experimental comparisons of human reasoning and Bayesian inference haveconcentrated mainly on simple situations, often with one hypothesis variable and oneevidence variable. To improve our insight into people's plausible reasoning strategiesin more complex tasks, we conducted a series of experiments using verbal \thinkaloud" protocols of subjects solving various problems under uncertainty [1]. One in-teresting �nding was subjects' propensity to think in terms of deterministic scenarios.A scenario is a sequence of events, that is outcomes of all relevant variables, oftenforming a coherent, causal story. In one experiment subjects were given a version ofthe example presented above, told that sneezing and paw marks had been observed,and asked what the e�ect on the probability of a cold would be of hearing barking.Two plausible scenarios might be: (A) \There is a dog, which caused the barkingand paw marks, but no cat; the sneezing was caused by a cold" and (B) \There is adog, which caused the barking and paw marks; there is no cold; but there is a cat,which caused the allergy resulting in sneezing". Weighting of selected, most plau-sible scenarios that included a hypothesis, or its complement, formed the basis forjudgment of likelihood of that hypothesis. Strategies resembling this scenario{basedapproach appeared more popular among the protocols than schemes analogous tobelief propagation.Scenario{Based ExplanationsScenario{Based Reasoning and Bayesian InferenceThe scenario{based approach can easily be formalized into a normatively correct al-gorithm. The prior probability of a scenario is equal to the product of the conditionalprobabilities of each event conditional on its predecessor events (if any). The priorprobability of a hypothesis is equal to the sum of the probabilities of all scenarios thatare compatible with that hypothesis. Evidence, or observed nodes, will rule out some4



scenarios as impossible; for example observation of sneezing rules out all scenarioswith no sneezing. The posterior probability of an event, e.g. cold, is the ratio of thesum of the probabilities of all scenarios with a cold and compatible with evidence, tothe total probability of all scenarios compatible with the evidence. This renormal-ization of the probabilities after eliminating impossible scenario is just another wayto apply Bayes' rule. It provides a way of doing diagnostic inference, reversing thedirection of the inuence arrow, by performing what seems like only forward or causalinference in assessing the probability of scenarios.Generally, a model with n uncertain binary random variables generates 2n possiblescenarios. Of course, due to our cognitive limitations, we will not be able to considermore than a few scenarios, generally a tiny fraction of the number of possible scenariosin a complex problem. But fortunately, in many problems the bulk of the probabilityoccurs in just a few scenarios, and so considering only the most probable ones issu�cient for a good approximation.Generating Scenario{Based ExplanationsWe have employed a scenario{based scheme as a way to generate explanations ofprobabilistic inference in belief nets, as an alternative to belief propagation. Thisscheme has several advantages: Its basis in coherent, causal scenarios seems to becompatible with the way people normally reason; it avoids the diagnostic direction ofreasoning that is generally more troublesome for people [3, 13]. It combines proba-bilistic and deterministic reasoning into a kind of possible{world logic. It also allowsways to tradeo� between the simplicity and accuracy of the explanation in terms ofthe number of scenarios used and the fraction of the total probability accounted for.We have implemented this scheme in a user interface to a simple general purposeBBN{based DSS shell (Allegro Common LISP, MacIntosh). This scheme will be oneamong several explanation and communication methods comprising an interface to aquantitative probabilistic reasoner, under a common name QIQ (Qualitative Interfaceto the Quantitative). We intend to avoid committing ourselves to one single scheme,and treat scenario{based explanations as one of the possible ways of explaining prob-abilistic inference, leaving the choice to the user.Generating an explanation in each case involves identifying those nodes (i.e. randomvariables) in the belief network that are directly or indirectly relevant to the hy-potheses of interest. Often, many nodes can be rules out using Pearl's d{separationcriterion [4]. For example, if the presence of paw marks is unknown, then the dog orbarking are irrelevant to belief in the cat and other events, given the independenceassumptions expressed by the diagram. If the cat is observed directly, then the pres-ence of paw marks, dog or barking, are all made irrelevant. This can allow substantial5



simpli�cation of the inference and explanation problems.The remaining set of variables is then used for generating scenarios, which are se-quences of outcomes of each of the random variables in the set. Two of the 27 scenariosin the complete example network are: cold sneezing no{allergy no{cat paw{marks dogbarking and no{cold sneezing allergy cat paw{marks dog barking. For su�ciently smallsets, exhaustive generation of scenarios is feasible. The probability of each scenariois computed by multiplying the probabilities of its component events, conditional onits predecessor events. These probabilities are easy to retrieve from the network.Scenarios are then divided into two groups: those compatible and those incompatiblewith the hypothesis. A scenario is compatible with the hypothesis only if it includesthe outcome in question. Explanations are based on selected scenarios from these twogroups. It selects for use the most probable scenarios that collectively account formore than x% of the probability of the hypothesis. A typical value of this thresholdis 90%, but it is adjustable according to the tradeo� between simplicity and precisiondesired. An example explanation generated by the system for the example BBN isgiven in Figure 2. It explains the probability of a cold given sneezing, paw marks,and barking have been observed.? (why 'cold)Given:Sneezing must have been caused by cold or allergy.Paw Marks could have been caused by cat or dog oranother unknown cause.Barking must have been caused by dog.Scenario(s) compatible with cold:A. No cat, therefore no allergy, cold, andtherefore sneezing. 0.38B. Cat, therefore allergy, cold, andtherefore sneezing. 0.05Other less probable scenario(s) 0.01Total probability of cold 0.44Scenario(s) incompatible with cold:C. No cold, cat, and therefore allergy, andtherefore sneezing. 0.56Therefore cold is almost as likely as not (p = 0.44).Figure 2: Example of a scenario{based explanationThe explanation starts by listing as \Given" the observed evidence and its relevance.It then gives two lists of scenarios: those compatible and those incompatible with the6



hypothesis. Although the underlying system's reasoning is quantitative, it can providenumbers and/or verbal phrases to express probabilities according to the preferences ofthe user. Using numbers, it provides a summary of the posterior probabilities in a kindof ledger sheet comparing the contributions of the scenarios. The total probabilityof the less probable scenarios (under threshold) is also provided as a check on thecompleteness of the explanation.These mappings or conversion tables between numerical and verbal probabilities havebeen derived from empirical studies in the literature [9]. The literature shows thesemappings to be somewhat variable and context dependent. To allow for this, dif-ferent mappings can be selected for the di�erent networks, or di�erent ones can beselected for each variable. Giving the number to supplement or even replace the ver-bal probability phrase may be more appealing to some users to avoid these contextualcomplexities.Experimental Veri�cationWe tested belief propagation{based and scenario{based explanations in a pilot ex-periment involving a simulated session with a medical DSS generating likelihood ofbreast cancer given patient's risk factors and results of screening tests [2]. Threegroups of physicians: control, scenario, and belief propagation, analyzed three patientcases with system's assistance. The groups di�ered only in the explanations that weregiven along with the system's answers (no explanations, scenario{based, and beliefpropagation{based explanations respectively). We tested the degree of learning in theexperiment (a measure of understanding the explanations) after the experiment in atest involving similar simple probabilistic problems. We measured the mean di�er-ence between the subjects' estimates and the normative answer. With four subjectsin each group, we obtained a di�erence in performance between the treatment andthe control groups (p<0.10), but no signi�cant di�erence between the two treatmentgroups. This pilot experiment gives support for the hypothesis that our explanationsimproved subjects' insight into system's reasoning, but we did not �nd signi�cantdi�erence between explanation types.ConclusionIn an attempt to convey probabilistic inference in a formmore compatible with humanreasoning, we developed explanations based on generation and subsequent weightingof deterministic scenarios involving the outcome of interest. This method lends itselfto automatic generation of explanations by implementing it in an interface to a DSS7
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